
General care instructions for furniture 



Textiles
For best results, contact the fabric supplier. The fol-
lowing advice is of a general nature. Vacuum cle-
aning with a soft nozzle is generally sufficient for 
cleaning fabrics. Spots should always be removed 
as quickly as possible. In most cases, it is sufficient 
to wipe with a cloth dampened with distilled water. 
For more difficult spots, use a pH-neutral washing-
up liquid or a foaming detergent for professional 
use. Always use white cloths. Avoid dampening 
woollen fabrics too much, as this runs the risk of 
leaving spots behind. If necessary, a foaming deter-
gent can also be used for more thorough cleaning, 
assuming this is permitted by the fabric’s specifica-
tion. Removable fabrics can be either water-washed 
or dry-cleaned, as advised in the specification for 
the fabric.

Fat: Dab talcum powder onto the spot and wait for 
the talcum to be absorbed by the spot before brus-
hing all the talcum off. Soak a white cotton cloth 
with diluted trichloroethylene and dampen the spot. 
Brush carefully until the spot disappears.

Ink pen and felt pen: Lay an absorbent cloth 
under the fabric and drip a few drops of pure alco-
hol onto the spot until it is damp. Then brush with a 
cloth. NB Use only colourless alcohol.

Perfume: Drip a little pure alcohol onto the spot 
and dampen the exact place with a cloth. 
NB Use only colourless alcohol.

Lipstick: Rub a little Castile soap onto the spot 
and wash it with a wet white cotton cloth. Repeat 
until the spot is completely removed.

Make-up: Dampen the soiled surface with a 
white cotton cloth soaked in water and mild soap. 
Dampen the whole area until the spot is removed. 
Allow to dry.

Blood: Dampen the spot with a white cotton cloth 
soaked in warm water until the spot is completely 
removed. Allow to dry. If the spot is large and 
difficult to remove, use dilute aerated water or a 
solution of hot water and sodium perborate (con-
centration 1 gr/litre).

Coffee: Drip a little glycerine water solution onto 
the spot and allow it to work for a few seconds be-
fore dampening with a white cotton cloth. Repeat 
until the spot is completely removed, and allow to 
dry.

Wood
Wood is a living material whose grain has a 
natural variation in pattern, hue and lustre from 
the start. Direct sunlight will produce permanent 
differences of colour and brightness, so allow the 
entire wooden surface to be exposed to the same 
quantity of light. Warning! Avoid using large 
amounts of water or strong cleaning agents. Use 
hand dishwashing liquid or mild pH-neutral clea-
ning agent without abrasives. Do not allow agents 
or other liquids to soak in and spread. Always dry 
up afterwards with a dry cloth.

Laminates
Laminates are durable, withstand normal wear and 
tear, and are well-suited to public environments. 
Daily cleaning: Clean the surface with a soft dry 
cloth. General cleaning: Dry the surface with a soft 
cloth with ammonia (window cleaner). This will pre-
vent dry marks. To remove spots, use a non-abrasi-
ve cleaning agent.

Metals
Dry the surface with a slightly damp lint-free cloth 
and a mild cleaning agent. Warning! Alcohol is 
the strongest agent that can be used on heavily-soi-
led surfaces without dulling the lacquer.

Plastics
Dry the surface with solvent-free, non-abrasive 
cleaning agent. Ordinary dishwashing liquid gives 
good results.

Leather
Never place leather-upholstered furniture in direct 
sunlight or too close to a radiator. Vacuum-clean 
with a soft brush and clean more exposed parts as 
necessary. Water-soluble spots should be dabbed 
and mopped up with a white cloth or kitchen pa-
per. Use water-based leather care products. Follow 
the supplier’s instructions.

Other materials
Daily cleaning: Clean the surface with a soft dry 
cloth. General cleaning: Dry the surface with a soft, 
slightly damp cloth. A mild cleaning agent can be 
used. To remove spots, use a non-abrasive cleaning 
agent.


